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The next book added 152 of our members (2016)Roman B Paris INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BEST DEBUT PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER YOU can't MISS! The perfect marriage? Or the perfect lie? Hair enhancing debut as disturbing and addictive... A cooling thriller that will keep you reading long into the night. -Mary Kubica, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Good
Girl This one reader won't be able to put down. -Booklist (star review)And can not put down a psychological thriller. - Library magazine (stellar review)This debut is guaranteed to haunt you ... Warning: brace yourself. - Bustle (10 new thrillers to read this summer)Sense believable and the terror that covers behind closed doors does not waver. - Associated Press, picked up by The Washington PostIt was
one of the best and scariest psychological thrillers I've ever read. - San Francisco Book Review All knows a couple like Jack and Grace. It has appearance and wealth; It has charm and elegance. He's a dedicated lawyer who never lost a case; she is an impeccable housewife, a masterful gardener and cook, and boards on her young disabled sister. Although they are still newlyweds, they seem to have it all.
You may not want to like them, but you do. You are hopelessly fascinated by the ease and comfort of their home, courtesy of the parties they throw away. You'd like to get to know Grace better. But it's hard because you realize that Jack and Grace are inseparable. Some might call it true love. Others may wonder why Grace never answers the phone. Or why she can never meet for coffee even if it doesn't
work. How can she cook such complex dishes, but remain so thin. Or why she never seems to have anything to take with her when she leaves the house without even a pen. Or why all the windows at the bottom have such metal shutters of increased security. Some may wonder what was really going on once the dinner party was over and the front door closed. From the author of the best-selling book B.A.
Paris comes a thriller and an international phenomenon behind closed doors. Genre: Thriller Used Availability for B A Paris's Behind Closed Doors A August 2016 Best Books of the Month by Real Simple Magazine And August 2016 Indie Next Pick and LibraryReads list pickAn August 2016 Book Club Pick by Popsugar: Perfect for Fans Girl on the Train! As can be seen from the ballot skimm: This will have
you a page of turning'to the end. If you're hunting for a thriller to give you chills in August, look no further than this book, which is already a big hit in the UK Real Simple Magazine This debut is guaranteed to haunt you, especially if you're going to tie the knot. The Parisian thriller asks the question, Perfect marriage or perfect lie? by Jack and Grace, the couple at the center of this utterly fascinating romance,
so clearly not what they seem to have will have no choice but to read and read and read until their dark secrets Warning: Get ready. Bustle (10 new thrillers to read this summer)exciting domestic thriller... the sense of plausibility and terror that spans behind closed doors does not waver. Associated Press, picked up by The Washington PostB.A. Paris takes the cliche about not knowing what's going on
behind closed doors in a nightmarish place.... Each chapter exacerbates the tensions and stakes faced by Grace in the nightmare that is her new perfect marriage to Jack. Huffington Post Behind closed doors takes classic fairy tale to a whole new level... It was one of the best and scariest psychological thrillers I've ever read... Each chapter takes you further, to the point where you feel like Grace should
feel. Despair, the feeling that no one will believe you, and yet still wants to fight, because someone you care deeply about will suffer. San Francisco Book ReviewParage grabs the reader from the start with powerful and electrifying tales. Behind closed doors, the novel is sure to do its skin crawl, and shows no one knows what's going on behind closed doors. New York Journal of BooksThis dark and twisted
thriller will keep you on your toes and you wonder what exactly is going on behind your neighbor's door. Buzzfeed (6 Thriller/Mystery reads what will have you sleeping with the lights on) Is really freaking creepy. And very good. To the end, which was an honest sigh and an imaginary pearl squeezing moment. Yes, that's good. Reader, if you want to read a thriller that captivated even this jaded soul, pick up
behind closed doors BA Paris .... Then draw the blinds and turn off the phone because you don't want any breaks. LitHub (18 books you should read this August) The debut-novel novelist Paris deftly switches between recent past and present in creating the suspense of Grace's increasingly unbearable situation as time becomes critical and its possible solutions narrow. This one readers won't be able to put
down. Booklist (star review)Making her smash debut, Paris (keeps) the level of suspense high. In the same vein as Gone Girl or Girl on the Train, it can't put down a psychological thriller. The magazine's library (star review)Newlyweds Grace and Jack Angel seem to lead the perfect life in the exciting debut of the British author of Paris, but the performances can be deceptive ... Grace's terror is contagious,
and The impending danger of Millie creates a ticking clock that moves this claustrophobic tale of a cat and a mouse to her horrible, pleasant conclusion. Publishers Weekly Eerily cool portrait of a serious sadist, behind closed doors - this exciting, claustrophobic thriller ... Read on the risk of running away from every beautiful British lawyer who crosses your path. Romantic TimesThat the book proves that
looks most definitely deceiving... Disturbing, to say the least, will certainly be shocked as the story begins and they become immediately absorbed. The letter was incredible, incredible, the pace is fast, offering too many chills to count... Behind closed doors shouts: Stay in one! The SuspensB.A. Paris debut, behind closed doors, is a chilling confirmation of the saying that no one ever knows what is going on
in other people's personal lives.... Paris has created one of the most heinous villains of late, on which even the most pacifist readers may wish excruciating revenge. They will most likely stay behind their closed doors as they race through this thriller to see how, or if, the nightmare ends. Shelf Awareness This book just needs to be huge in 2016. I flew through it in two breathless sessions. Simply put:
amazing. SJ I. Holliday, author of Black Wood This outstanding debut novel will leave you breathless. This is one 2016 response to Gone Girl. enough said. Women's Health UK It took me just one day to read this book, and in the end, my heart pounded. If you love fast and crazy stories, you'll love it. The Sun Behind Closed Doors is an intriguing, dramatically thrilling debut thriller. Lovereading.co.uk Is a
perfectly compelling journey through the dark side of the human psyche. Your blood will cool down, but you won't be able to stop reading, I promise you that. Sarah Harper, Lovereading reviewer This was one of my best reads ever and will be huge in 2016. Congratulations to B A Paris on a wonderful debut book. Shelly Bennett, a member of the Book Club -- This text refers to an alternative kindle_edition
publication. The best reviews of the latest Best Reviews Behind Closed Doors by B.A. Paris is the 2016 St. Martin's Press Publication. Behind closed doors is another outstanding debut novel, and one that has come highly recommended to me by people who understand my taste in books. The story sucked me up quickly, delivering that concussion blow to my psyche and then pumping adrenaline with
blood-pounding intensity, leaving me with sweaty palms and my heart racing at warp speed. Grace has a handsome, devoted husband, a beautiful home, and all the AP Behind Closed Doors B.A. Paris 2016 St. Martin's Press Publishing. Behind closed doors is another outstanding debut novel, and one that has come highly recommended to me by people who understand my taste in books. The story
sucked me up quickly, delivering that concussion blow to my psyche and then pumping adrenaline with blood-pounding intensity, leaving me with sweaty palms and my heart racing at warp speed. Grace has a beautiful, devoted husband, a beautiful home and, apparently, an ideal life. But as we all know, looks can be deceptive. Grace almost gave up on marriage because she was happily responsible for
her mentally challenged sister, Millie, and the two package deal, but some men just can't handle it. But, when Jack meets Grace and Millie, he immediately knows Grace will be the one for him, and of course Millie live with them. It's going to be great, but one day Married, Grace learns married life isn't all it's cracked up to be, but no one will ever guess how really unhappy she is because no one knows
what's really going on behind closed doors... Usually when the subgenre becomes mega popular and tons of books flood the market trying to cash in on the trend, I burn on it quickly. But, I've always loved a good mind game, a dark, tense psychological thriller that keeps you on edge from start to finish. So, I love all these new novels of suspense, and I love the new talent bursting to the fore, which is long
overdue. While most of any debut novel will stand on wobbly legs, at least to some extent, this one is pretty solid, and totally unique. I felt the sucker hit as soon as I got a few heads and it took me a while to get rid of the cobwebs. As soon as I got my bearings back, I was chained to a race-time atmosphere, and filled with a sense of dread, wanting to yell at the characters to do something!! Anyone, anyone!
I got my wish from the most unlikely sources and I loved this part best. This author has the right idea, knows how to create a tight situation, and knows how to evoke emotions too, something many of these new psychological thrillers are missing. I have to take care of the characters in some way. Love them, hate them, anyway, but they must have some complexity, or development in order for the reader to
feel fully engaged, and this one scores on this front, which is impressive given the atmosphere of the novel. If you like psychological anticipation, you don't want to pass this up! All in all, a stunning debut! ... More... More
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